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Webinar Logistics

• All lines are muted

• Webinar will be recorded

• Submit questions and comments in chat or 
Q&A section of webinar window

• Questions will be answered at webinar 
conclusion
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Agenda
• Connected Infrastructure Systems for Work Zones – Dean Deeter, 

Athey Creek Consultants

• The relationship of the software toolchain to the FHWA Work Zone 
Data Initiative (WZDI) – Todd Peterson, FHWA

• Background on the software tool chain – Jay Parikh, CAMP

• Lessons learned and experiences of agencies that have successfully 
used the software toolchain 

 Bob Brydia, TTI

 Larry Head, University of Arizona

• Request for testing and feedback on the Toolchain – Collin Castle, 
MDOT

• Q&A



Connected Infrastructure Systems for 
Work Zones

Dean Deeter, Athey Creek Consultants

deeter@acconsultants.org
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Connected Infrastructures

Connected Signalized Intersections

Connected Work Zones



• Focus of today’s webinar

• Resources we will introduce:
 Model Concept of Operations

 Software Toolchain
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• Resources we will introduce:
 Model Concept of Operations
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Connected Infrastructures

Connected Signalized Intersections

Connected Work Zones

• Focus of previously recorded 
webinars (NOCoE website)

• Resources available:
 SPaT Challenge Model Concept of 

Operations
 SPaT  Challenge Model Requirements
 SPaT Challenge Verification 

Document
 V2I Hub MAP Creation Tool
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Model Concept of Operations

• Addresses Reduced Speed Zone 
Warning – Lane Closure Applications

• Focus is on the infrastructure system to 
support on-board applications
 Current Situation
 Stakeholders
 Stakeholders’ needs
 Operational concepts for proposed infrastructure 

systems
 Scenarios

• Communications medium agnostic
 “DSRC, C-V2X, cloud-based communications, or a 

combination of these”

• Available for download at:
 https://transportationops.org/CATCoalition/resources



• High-fidelity work zone map data.  When the Infrastructure Owner-
Operator (IOO) has sufficient resources, detailed lane specific data 
describing each lane through the Zone could be assembled according to the 
J2945/4 (WIP) RSM map message.  This data contains details of the 
trajectories of open lanes and would need to be accompanied by the 
detailed map node attributes defined in the RSM to describe the change in 
lane configuration within a lane and / or workers presence zone status in 
work zone. 

• Low-fidelity work zone map data.  When the IOO does not have the 
resources to assemble the map data, Zone descriptions may be conveyed 
as a stand-alone low-fidelity message in RSM. In these situations, the Zone 
map data will be higher level (e.g. not lane specific) but will still be intended 
to meet the needs of the Vehicle System. 
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Two scenarios for providing location 
data



• How the software toolchain relates to the FHWA 
Work Zone Data Initiative (WZDI)

• Background on the software toolchain & how 
you can access and use it

• Lesson learned from two sites that have used 
the software toolchain

• The request for industry use and testing of the 
toolchain
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Overview of today’s presentations



An explanation of the relationship of the 
software toolchain to the FHWA Work 
Zone Data Initiative (WZDI)

Todd Peterson, FHWA

todd.peterson@dot.gov



Lessons learned and experiences 
agencies that have successfully used the 
software toolchain.
- Arizona Experiences

Larry Head, University of Arizona

klhead@email.arizona.edu



Arizona CV-Work-Zone
Experience

NOCoE Webinar 

Larry Head

November 22, 2019



Connected Vehicle Work Zone Concept Vision
Project under the Innovative Technology Deployment (ITD) Grant Program 
(Formerly CVISN)

Program is managed by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)

Project Partners: ADOT (lead), Maricopa County DOT, UArizona
Aware Alert WarnInform

In-Vehicle Systems

In-Vehicle 
Display

Vehicle 
Processor

RSU RSU

Event or Incident Location

Fleet Management System
Routing/Dispatching

OBU Infrastructure Transportation
Management System

RSA Message

CVISN Enforcement Systems



CV Work Zone MAP Data (RSM Message)

MAP message data
RSM 

Message 
decoded 
into json
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CAMP MAP Tool



Concept of the CV-Work-Zone Systems
Aware Alert WarnInform

In-Vehicle Systems

In-Vehicle 
Display

Vehicle 
Processor

RSU RSU

Event or Incident Location

Fleet Management System
Routing/Dispatching

OBU Infrastructure Transportation
Management System

RSA Message

CVISN Enforcement Systems



INFORM
Work Zone Data defined using the Work Zone Data Exchange (WZDx) message 
format (USDOT Data for Automated Vehicle Integration – DAVI project) 

Credit: OZ Engineering



AWARE

Driver is notified of a work 
zone in the roadway
Information about

Lane Closures
Workers Present

Speed Limit

Support for alternative HMI
DriveWyze
Prototype HMI

Basic MAP 

HMI Concept Drivewyze Concept

Work 

30 mph

Work 
Zone 

Ahead
30 mph
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Two Delivery Mechanisms: HMI and JSON-Interface

Warn:
Right Lane Closing in 378 ft
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Experience with the CAMP MAP Tool

Necessary and valuable for creating RSM message that describes the 
reduced speed zone (work zone)

Where’s the work zone?

Lanes, lanes, where are the lanes? 
Where did they move the lanes?

How many MAP Segments, MAPs?
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Where is the work zone?



INFORM
Work Zone Data defined using the Work Zone Data Exchange (WZDx) message 
format (USDOT Data for Automated Vehicle Integration – DAVI project) 

Credit: OZ Engineering
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Work Zones Change - frequently

Is data collection required for 
each change in the work-zone?

Changes in the message required as 
the configuration of the work-zone 
changes

For example, When lane 
closure/opening points change

Presence of workers is highly time 
dependent

Would data collection be required for 
each change?

If yes, any suggested guidelines to 
standardize the data collection 
process?
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Lanes, Lanes, where are the lanes?

How to best handle the 
additional (dynamic) number 
of short lanes, not necessarily 
in the vicinity of a ramp/ 
intersection?

How to best handle dedicated 
left (or right) turn lanes in the 
vicinity of the intersections?
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Who moved my lane?

How to best handle the usage 
of bidirectional-shared lane?

How to best handle the 
closure of all lanes and 
opening a new lane altogether 
(merging into bi-directional 
lanes) – Ambiguity during 
data collection.

But we can follow the traffic 
flow/signs
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Other Observations/Questions

Time of day needs

Multiple message segments and multiple messages
Multiple message segments are easy to merge into on RSM-json

Keeping the driver informed as the RSM messages change

How many work zones do we want to define? 

Miles? Project? 

Who is responsible?

Contractor? DOT? 



Next Speaker:
Collin Castle
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Request for testing and feedback on the 
toolchain

Collin Castle, Michigan DOT

CastleC@michigan.gov



• Benefit #1: Increase industry understanding of 
the technical and financial aspects of creating 
high-fidelity work zone “Map” information

 Hands-on experience can be gained by DOTs and 
their consultants.

 Help DOTs understand the likely costs of creating and 
maintaining high-fidelity “Map” information for some or 
all of their work zones

 Increase the industry understanding of a likely rollout 
of connected work zones
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Benefits of using the software toolchain



• Benefit #2: Provide feedback to CAMP and the 
CAT Coalition

 Offer insight into any changes or enhancements to 
the software toolchain to increase use

 Share experiences with other DOTs and consultants

 Help others in the CAT Coalition better understand 
the lessons learned, use cases, and benefits of the 
software
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Benefits of using the software toolchain



• Download the software, if appropriate for 
your agency

• Experiment with it, trial it, gain familiarity 
with high-fidelity “Map” information

• Share your feedback with us via. Email:

• info@campllc.org
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Today’s Request


